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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name：Bianco White Marble Metal And Hexagon Stone Mosaic For Wall Area

Short Description: This is the hexagon marble tile with

metal inlays mosaic pattern, there are six metal chips

inlaid in a single tile. It is different from other tiles

which has three triangles, please check if you are

interested in.

Model No.: WPM368

Pattern: Hexagonal

Color: White And Gold

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural White Marble

Product Detail:

Product Description

This mosaic is a very popular style at the moment. A single small triangular metal block is

embedded in the marble, which is very distinctive. Hexagon Metal and Marble Mosaic tiles

are crafted from polished marble and triangular stainless steel metal. Carrara is a premium

natural stone from Italy, while metal transforms your home into a magnificent space.

Geometric blocks can create beautiful layouts and designs when mixed and matched with

other colors. It's also low maintenance and easy to clean to make your life easier.
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Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Bianco White Marble Metal And Hexagon Stone Mosaic For Wall Area

Model No.: WPM368

Pattern: Hexagonal

Color: White And Gold

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural White Marble

Marble Name: Bianco Carrara Marble, Metal Steel

Thickness: 10 mm

Tile-size: 300x260mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM368

Color: White & Gold

Marble Name: Bianco Carrara Marble

Model No.: WPM368B

Color: Black & Gold

Marble Name: Black Marble

Product Application

European and American homes must have a luxurious and noble decoration style, so you can design

stone mosaic puzzles and some gorgeous fancy patterns, which will better match the entire design style,

otherwise, the simple design will appear a bit abrupt, For the decoration style, it is still necessary to pay

attention to matching and harmony. This product can be used as marble and gold backsplash tile in

interior decoration. Natural stone shower walls and stone mosaic tile backsplash are the best places to

install.



This premium tile brings a desirable and elegant look to your living room, kitchen and

bathroom. Please contact with us if you are planning to use this hexagon marble tiles with

metal inlays tile to your renovation project.

FAQ

Q: Is marble mosaic good for shower floor

A: It is a good and attractive option. Marble mosaic has many styles to choose from 3D, hexagon,

herringbone, picket, etc. It makes your floor elegant, class, and timeless.

Q: Could the scratches be removed if happened?

A: Yes, fine scratches can be removed with automotive paint buffing compound and a handheld

polisher. A company technician should take care of the deeper scratches.

Q: I didn't import products before, can I buy your mosaic products?

A: Sure, you can order our products, and we can organize a door-to-door delivery service.

Q: I'm Wholesaler. Can I get a discount?

A: Discount will be offered depending on the packing requirement and mosaic quantity.


